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Abstract
In principle, once the existence of the stationary distribution of a stochastic di%erential equation with
Markovian switching is assured, we may compute it by solving the associated system of the coupled Kol-
mogorov–Fokker–Planck equations. However, this is nontrivial in practice. As a viable alternative, we use
the Euler–Maruyama scheme to obtain the stationary distribution in this paper.
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1. Introduction
Hybrid systems driven by continuous-time Markov chains have been used to model many prac-
tical systems where abrupt changes may be experienced in the structure and parameters caused by
phenomena such as component failures or repairs. In 1971, Kazangey and Sworder [16] presented a
jump system, where a macroeconomic model of the national economy was used to study the e%ect
of federal housing removal policies on the stabilization of the housing sector. The term describing
the inEuence of interest rates was modeled by a Fnite-state Markov chain to provide a quantitative
measure of the e%ect of interest rate uncertainty on optimal policy. Athans [3] suggested that the
hybrid systems would become a basic framework in posing and solving control-related issues in
Battle Management Command, Control and Communications (BM=C3) systems. The hybrid systems
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were also considered for the modeling of electric power systems by Willsky and Levy [35] as well
as for the control of a solar thermal central receiver by Sworder and Rogers [33]. In his book
[23], Mariton explained that the hybrid systems had been emerging as a convenient mathematical
framework for the formulation of various design problems in di%erent Felds such as target tracking
(evasive target tracking problem), fault tolerant control and manufacturing processes.
An important example of hybrid systems is a stochastic di%erential equation with Markovian
switching (SDEwMSs)
dY (t) = f(Y (t); R(t)) dt + g(Y (t); R(t)) dW (t); t¿ 0: (1.1)
Here the state vector has two components Y (t) and R(t). The Frst one is normally referred to as
the state while the second one is regarded as the mode. In its operation, the system will switch
from one mode to another in a random way, and the switching among the modes is governed by
the Markov chain R(t). The study of SDEwMSs has included the optimal regulator, controllability,
observability, stability and stabilization, etc. Along another line, aiming at reduction of complexity,
a probabilistic two-time-scale framework was provided for hybrid systems together with a number
of applications in control and optimization in [38]. For more information on the hybrid systems the
reader is referred to [4,6,8–10,15,19,21,22,25,26,30–33,36,37] and the references therein.
Recently, the authors have examined the stationary distribution for SDEwMSs in [39]. In princi-
ple, once the existence of the stationary distribution of a SDEwMSs is assured, we may compute it
by solving the associated system of coupled Kolmogorov–Fokker–Planck equations. However, this
is nontrivial in practice. In this paper, we therefore use the Euler–Maruyama scheme with vari-
able step sizes to obtain the stationary distribution. We shall show that the probability measures
induced by the numerical solutions will converge weakly to the stationary distribution of the true
solution. It should be pointed out that the Euler–Maruyama method and the other related numerical
issues for SDEs without Markovian switching have been discussed in the books [2,7,17,18,20,24,28].
There are also other well-written comprehensive review papers, for example, [27,29,34], among
others.
2. Statements of problem
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise speciFed, we use the following notations. Let | · | be
the Euclidean norm in Rn. If A is a vector or matrix, its transpose is denoted by AT. If A is a
matrix, its trace norm is denoted by |A| =
√
trace(ATA) while its operator norm is denoted by
‖A‖= sup{|Ax| : |x|=1}. If A is a symmetric matrix, denote by max(A) and min(A) its largest and
smallest eigenvalues, respectively.
Let (;F; P) be a complete probability space. Let W (t)=(W 1t ; : : : ; W
d
t )
T; t¿ 0, be a d-dimensional
Brownian motion deFned on the probability space. Let R(t); t¿ 0, be a right-continuous Markov
chain on the probability space taking values in a Fnite state space S={1; 2; : : : ; N} with the generator
 = (ij)N×N given by
P{R(t + ) = j|R(t) = i}=
{
ij+ o() if i = j;
1 + ij+ o() if i = j;
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where ¿ 0. Here ij¿ 0 is the transition rate from i to j if i = j while
ii =−
∑
i =j
ij:
Throughout the paper, we will use the natural Fltration {Ft}t¿0, namely Ft is the -algebra gener-
ated by {W (s); R(s): s6 t}. We assume that the Markov chain R(·) is irreducible and independent
of the Brownian motion W (·). It is well known that almost every sample path of R(·) is a right con-
tinuous step function with Fnite number of simple jumps in any Fnite subinterval of R+ := [0;∞).
Note that since the Markov chain has a Fnite state space, the irreducibility implies that it is -mixing
and hence it is ergodic.
In this paper, we consider the n-dimensional SDEwMS (1.1) in the Itoˆ sense (see e.g., [13,14]),
namely
dY (t) = f(Y (t); R(t)) dt + g(Y (t); R(t)) dW (t); t¿ 0;
where f : Rn×S → Rn and g : Rn×S → Rn×d. For the existence and the uniqueness of the solution
we impose the following assumption.
Assumption 2.1. Both f and g are globally Lipschitz continuous. That is, there exists a constant
L¿ 0 such that
|f(u; j)− f(v; j)|2 ∨ |g(u; j)− g(v; j)|26L|u− v|2 ∀u; v∈Rn; j∈ S:
It is well known (see [31,21]) that under Assumption 2.1, Eq. (1.1) has a unique solution Y (t)
on t¿ 0 for any given initial data Y (0) = x∈Rn and R(0) = i∈ S. Moreover, the pair Z(t) :=
(Y (t); R(t)) is a time-homogeneous Markov process. We shall denote by Zx; i(t) = (Y x; i(t); Ri(t)) the
process starting from (x; i)∈Rn×S. Let Pt((x; i); ·×·) be the probability measure induced by Zx; i(t),
namely,
Pt((x; i); A× B) = P{Zx; i(t)∈A× B} ∀A∈B(Rn); B ⊂ S;
where B(Rn) is the family of the Borel subsets of Rn. Clearly, Pt((x; i); · × ·) is also the transition
probability measure of the Markov process Z(t).
Denote by P(Rn × S) the family of all probability measures on Rn × S. DeFne by L the family
of mappings
L= {’ : Rn × S → R satisfying |’(u; j)− ’(v; l)|6 |u− v|+ |j − l|
and |’(u; j)|6 1 for u; v∈Rn; j; l∈ S}:
For P1; P2 ∈P(Rn × S) deFne metric dL as follows:
dL(P1; P2) = sup
’∈L
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
j=1
∫
Rn
’(u; j)P1(du; j)−
N∑
j=1
∫
Rn
’(u; j)P2(du; j)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ :
It is known that the weak convergence of probability measures is a metric concept with respect to
classes of test functions (see e.g., [12, Proposition 2.5]). In other words, a sequence {Pk}k¿1 of
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probability measures in P(Rn × S) converges weakly to a probability measure P0 ∈P(Rn × S) if
and only if
lim
k→∞
dL(Pk; P0) = 0:
Using the concept of weak convergence, let us now deFne the stationary distribution for the solution
of SDEwMSs.
Denition 2.2. The process Z(t)=(Y (t); R(t)) is said to have a stationary distribution %(·×·)∈P(Rn×
S) if the probability measure Pt((x; i); · × ·) converges weakly to %(· × ·) as t → ∞ for every
(x; i)∈Rn × S. That is,
lim
t→∞dL(Pt((x; i); · × ·); %(· × ·)) = limt→∞
(
sup
’∈L
|E’(Zx; i(t))− E%’|
)
= 0;
where
E%’=
N∑
j=1
∫
Rn
’(u; j)%(du; j):
Recently, the authors have examined the stationary distribution of SDEwMSs in [39]. To make
use of the general theory established there we will impose the following condition.
Assumption 2.3. There exists a positive number ', and N symmetric positive deFnite matrices
Qj (16 j6N ) such that
2(u− v)TQj[f(u; j)− f(v; j)] + trace[(g(u; j)− g(v; j))TQj(g(u; j)− g(v; j))]
+
N∑
l=1
jl(u− v)TQl(u− v)6− '|u− v|2 (2.1)
for all (u; v; j)∈Rn × Rn × S.
We will show in the next section that Theorem 2.4 follows from the general results established
in [39].
Theorem 2.4. Under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3, the Markov process Z(t) has a unique stationary
distribution %(· × ·)∈P(Rn × S).
It is well known that once the existence of the stationary distribution of an SDE is established, we
may compute it by solving the associated PDE, known as the forward equation or the Kolmogorov–
Fokker–Planck equation. In the case of SDEwMSs, the situation becomes more complex. In lieu of
a PDE, to Fnd the probability density for the stationary distribution, we need to solve a system of
coupled PDEs
1
2
∑
–;‘=1
@2
@u–u‘
(g–(u; j)gT‘ (u; j)p(u; j))−
n∑
–=1
@
@u–
(f–(u; j)p(u; j)) +
N∑
l=1
ljp(u; l) = 0
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for j∈ S, subject to
N∑
j=1
∫
Rn
p(u; j)du= 1;
where f–(u; j) and g–(u; j) denote the –th component of f(u; j) and the –th row of g(u; j), respectively.
Nevertheless, it is nontrivial to solve the above parabolic system. As an alternative, we propose a
numerical method to obtain the stationary distribution in this paper.
Let -= {-k}k¿1 be a nonrandom sequence of positive numbers such that
lim
k→∞
-k = 0 and
∞∑
k=1
-k =∞: (2.2)
In general -k = -l; k = l, we shall call - = {-k}k¿1 the variable step sizes. Set t0 = 0 and
deFne tk =
∑k
l=1 -l for k¿ 1; {tk}k¿0 is a nonrandom partition of [0;∞). DeFne also that
Rk = R(tk) for k¿ 0:
We shall show in the next section that {Rk}k¿0 is a discrete-time Markov chain and explain how to
simulate it. To proceed, deFne the Euler–Maruyama (EM) approximate solution for the SDEwMSs
(1.1): Given initial data (x; i)∈Rn × S, compute the discrete approximations Xk ≈ Y (tk) by setting
X0 = x; R0 = i and forming
Xk+1 = Xk + f(Xk; Rk)-k+1 + g(Xk; Rk)OWk+1; (2.3)
where OWk+1=W (tk+1)−W (tk). Set Zk=(Xk; Rk). Then {Zk}k¿0 is a Markov process. To highlight
the initial data we will sometimes use the notation Zx; ik = (X
x; i
k ; R
i
k). Let P
-
k ((x; i); · × ·) be the
probability measure induced by Zx; ik , namely
P-k ((x; i); A× B) = P{Zx; ik ∈A× B} ∀A∈B(Rn); B ⊂ S:
We can now state our main result of this paper.
Theorem 2.5. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 hold. Then for any given variable step sizes {-k}k¿1
satisfying (2.2), the probability measure P-k ((x; i); · × ·) induced by Zx; ik converges weakly to
the stationary distribution %(·×·) of the solution process Z(t) as k →∞ for any initial data (x; i)∈
Rn × S.
We shall present some useful lemmas in the next section and then prove Theorems 2.4 and 2.5
in Section 4.
3. Lemmas
To analyze the EM method as well as to simulate the approximate solution, we will need the
following lemma (see [1]). In what follows we will Fx the variable step sizes {-k}k¿1.
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Lemma 3.1. {Rk; k=0; 1; 2; : : :} is a discrete-time Markov chain with the one-step transition prob-
ability matrix
Pk;k+1 = (pk;k+1(l; j))N×N = e-k+1:
The discrete-time Markov chain {Rk; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :} can be simulated as follows: Compute the
one-step transition probability matrix
P0;1 = (p0;1(l; j))N×N = e-1:
Let R0 = i∈ S and generate a random number /1 which is uniformly distributed in [0,1]. DeFne
R1 =


i1 if i1 ∈ S − {N} such that
i1−1∑
j=1
p0;1(i; j)6 /1¡
i1∑
j=1
p0;1(i; j);
N if
N−1∑
j=1
p0;1(i; j)6 /1;
where we set
∑0
j=1 p0;1(i; j) = 0 as usual. Compute the one-step transition probability matrix
P1;2 = (p1;2(l; j))N×N = e-2:
Generate independently a new random number /2, which is again uniformly distributed in [0; 1], and
then deFne
R2 =


i2 if i2 ∈ S − {N} such that
i2−1∑
j=1
p1;2(r1; j)6 /2¡
i2∑
j=1
p1;2(r1; j);
N if
N−1∑
j=1
p1;2(r1; j)6 /2:
Repeating this procedure, a trajectory of {Rk; k = 0; 1; 2; : : :} can be generated. This procedure can
be carried out repeatedly to obtain more trajectories.
Let us now cite a classical result (see e.g., [20, Lemma 9.2, p. 87]).
Lemma 3.2. Let h(x; !) be a real-valued, bounded, and measurable random function of x, inde-
pendent of Fs. Let 4 be an Fs-measurable random variable. Then
E(h(4; !)|Fs) = H (4); (3.1)
where H (x) = Eh(x; !).
Using this classical result we can verify the Markov property of numerical solutions.
Lemma 3.3. {Zk}k¿0 is a nonhomogeneous Markov process with transition probability kernel
Pm;k((x; i); A× {j}) := P(Yk ∈A× {j}|Ym = (x; i)); k¿m¿ 0:
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Proof. For k¿ 0; x∈Rn and i∈ S, deFne
4ik+1 = i + Rk+1 − Rk
and
/x; ik+1 = x + f(x; i)-k+1 + g(x; i)OWk+1:
By (2.3) we know that Xk+1 = /
Xk ;Rk
k+1 and Rk+1 = 4
Rk
k+1. Let Gtk+1 ={W (tk+1)−W (tk)}. Clearly, Gtk+1
is independent of Ftk . Moreover, /
x; i
k+1 depends completely on the increment W (tk+1)−W (tk) so it
is Gtk+1-measurable. Hence, X
x; i
k+1 is independent of Ftk . Noting that /
Xk ;Rk
k+1 and 4
Rk
k+1 are conditional
independent given (Xk; Rk) and of course given Ftk we can apply Lemma 3.2 with h((x; i); !) =
IA(/
x; i
k+1) and h(i; !) = I{j}(R
i
k+1), respectively, to compute that
P(Zk+1 ∈A× {j}|Ftk )
=E(IA×{j}(Zk+1)|Ftk ) = E(IA×{j}(/Xk ;Rkk+1 ; 4Rkk+1)|Ftk )
=E(IA(/
Xk ;Rk
k+1 )|Ftk )E(I{j}(4Rkk+1)|Ftk ) = E(IA(/x; ik+1)|x=Xk ;i=RkE(I{j}(4ik+1))|i=Rk
=P(/x; ik+1 ∈A)|x=Xk ;i=RkP(4ik+1 = j)|i=Rk = P((/x; ik+1; 4ik+1)∈A× {j})|x=Xk ;i=Rk
=P(Zk+1 ∈A× {j}|Zk):
The proof is complete.
In the remainder of this section we will establish some properties for the EM approximate solution
X x; ik . We Fnd that it is more convenient to carry out our analysis for the continuous EM approximate
solution which is deFned by
X x; i(t) = x +
∫ t
0
f( PX x; i(s); PRi(s)) ds+
∫ t
0
g( PX x; i(s); PRi(s)) dw(s); (3.2)
where
PX x; i(t) =
∞∑
k=0
X x; ik I[tk ;tk+1)(t) and PR
i(t) =
∞∑
k=0
RikI[tk ;tk+1)(t):
It is obvious that PX x; i(tk) = X x; i(tk) = X
x; i
k , that is PX
x; i(t) and X x; i(t) coincide with the discrete
solution at the grid points.
Let us now derive some useful properties from Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3. First of all, we observe
that Assumption 2.1 implies the following linear growth condition:
|f(u; j)|2 ∨ |g(u; j)|26 h(1 + |u|2) ∀(u; j)∈Rn × S; (3.3)
where h=2maxj∈S(L∨ |f(0; j)|2 ∨ |g(0; j)|2). We next establish another property, which is recorded
as a lemma.
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Lemma 3.4. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 hold. Then
uTQjf(u; j) + trace[gT(u; j)Qjg(u; j)] +
N∑
l=1
jluTQlu6− '2 |u|
2 + 9 (3.4)
for all (u; j)∈Rn × S, where 9 is a positive constant.
Proof. By Assumptions 2.1 and the linear growth condition (3.3), we have
2 trace[gT(u; j)Qjg(0; j)]6
'
4h
|g(u; j)|2 + 4h
'
‖Qj‖2|g(0; j)|2
6
'
4
(|u|2 + 1) + 4h
'
‖Qj‖2|g(0; j)|2
and clearly
2uTQjf(0; j)6
'
4
|u|2 + 4
'
‖Qj‖2|f(0; j)|2:
These, together with Assumption 2.3, yield
2uTQjf(u; j) + trace[gT(u; j)Qjg(u; j)] +
N∑
l=1
jluTQlu
6 2uTQj[f(u; j)− f(0; j)] + trace[(g(u; j)− g(0; j))TQj(g(u; j)− g(0; j))]
+
N∑
l=1
jluTQlu+ 2uTQjf(0; j) + 2 trace[gT(u; j)Qjg(0; j)]− trace[gT(0; j)Qjg(0; j)]
6− '
2
|u|2 + 9 (3.5)
as required, where 9 := supj∈S
[
4
' ‖Qj‖2(h|g(0; j)|2 + |f(0; j)|2) + ‖Qj‖|g(0; j)|2 + '4
]
.
Lemma 3.5. Assume that f and g satisfy the linear growth condition (3.3). Then for any T ¿ 0
there is a constant C that depends only on T; h; x but is independent of the variable step sizes
such that the exact solution and the EM approximate solution to the SDEwMSs (1.1) have the
property that
E
[
sup
06t6T
|Y x; i(t)|2
]
∨ E
[
sup
06t6T
|X x; i(t)|2
]
6C: (3.6)
We omit the proof because it is similar to that for SDEs.
Lemma 3.6. Assume that f and g satisfy conditions (3.3) and (3.4). Then there is a constant
K that may depend on initial value x but is independent of the variable step sizes such that the
continuous EM solution (3.2) has the property that
E[|X x; i(t)|2]6K; t¿ 0: (3.7)
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Proof. Fix any (x; i)∈Rn × S and write X x; i(t) = X (t) for simplicity. Let =∈ (0; 1) be arbitrary and
Fnd a suQciently large integer Pk = Pk(=) such that
-k6 = ∀k¿ Pk:
For any t¿ t Pk , there exists a k¿ Pk such that tk6 t ¡ tk+1. It follows from (3.2) that
X (t) = Xk +
∫ t
tk
f( PX (s); PR(s)) ds+
∫ t
tk
g( PX (s); PR(s)) dW (s):
Recalling that Xk = PX (t) and using (3.3), we derive that
E|X (t)− PX (t)|26 2E
(∣∣∣∣
∫ t
tk
f( PX (s); PR(s)) ds
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣
∫ t
tk
g( PX (s); PR(s) dW (s)
∣∣∣∣
2
)
6 2(-k+1 + 1)hE
∫ t
tk
(1 + | PX (s)|2) ds
6 4=h(1 + E| PX (t)|2): (3.8)
Let >¿ 0 be arbitrary. By the generalized Itoˆ formula, we can show that for any t¿ t Pk ,
e>tE[X T(t)QR(t)X (t)]− e>t Pk E[X T(t Pk)QR(t Pk)X (t Pk)]
=>E
∫ t
t Pk
e>sX T(s)QR(s)X (s) ds+ E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s

2X T(s)QR(s)f( PX (s); PR(s))
+ trace[gT( PX (s); PR(s))QR(s)g( PX (s); PR(s))] +
N∑
j=1
R(s) jX T(s)QjX (s)

 ds
=>E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s PX T(s)QR(s) PX (s) ds+ E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s

2 PX T(s)QR(s)f( PX (s); R(s))
+ trace[gT( PX (s); R(s))QR(s)g( PX (s); R(s))] +
N∑
j=1
R(s) j PX T(s)Qj PX (s)

 ds
+ I1 + I2 + I3 + I4 + I5 + I6 + I7; (3.9)
where
I1 = >E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s(X T(s)− PX T(s))QR(s)X (s) ds;
I2 = >E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s PX T(s)QR(s)(X (s)− PX (s)) ds;
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I3 = 2E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s(X T(s)− PX T(s))QR(s)f( PX (s); PR(s)) ds;
I4 = E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s PX T(s)QR(s)(f( PX (s); PR(s))− f( PX (s); R(s))) ds;
I5 = E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s trace[(gT( PX (s); PR(s))− gT( PX (s); R(s)))QR(s)g( PX (s); R(s))] ds;
I6 = E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s trace[gT( PX (s); PR(s))QR(s)(g( PX (s); PR(s))− g( PX (s); R(s)))] ds;
I7 = E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s
N∑
j=1
R(s) j[(X T(s)− PX T(s))QjX (s) + PX T(s)Qj(X (s)− PX (s))] ds:
Let q=max{max(Qi): i∈ S}. By (3.8), we derive that
I16
q√
=
>E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s|X (s)− PX (s)|2 ds+√=q>E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s|X (s)|2 ds
6
[
q√
=
+ 2
√
=q
]
>E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s|X (s)− PX (s)|2 ds+ 2√=q>E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s| PX (s)|2 ds
6 q
√
=[12h+ 2]>E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s| PX (s)|2 ds+ 12√=qh>E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s ds: (3.10)
Using (3.8) and (3.3), we have that
I36
q√
=
E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s |X (s)− PX (s)|2 ds+√=qE
∫ t
t Pk
e>s |f( PX (s); Pr(s))|2 ds
6
q√
=
E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s |X (s)− PX (s)|2 ds+√=hqE
∫ t
t Pk
e>s [1 + | PX (s)|2] ds
6 5
√
=qhE
∫ t
t Pk
e>s | PX (s)|2 ds+ 5√=qhE
∫ t
t Pk
e>s ds: (3.11)
Similarly, we obtain
I26 q
√
=[4h+ 1]E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s | PX (s)|2 ds+ 4√=qhE
∫ t
t Pk
e>s ds; (3.12)
I76 q
√
=[16Mh+ 3M]E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s | PX (s)|2 ds+ 16√=MqhE
∫ t
t Pk
e>s ds; (3.13)
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where
M =max


N∑
j=1
|ij|: i∈ S

= 2maxi∈S |ii|: (3.14)
On the other hand,
I46 q
√
=E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s | PX (s)|2 ds+ q 1√
=
E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s |f( PX (s); PR(s))− f( PX (s); R(s))|2 ds: (3.15)
Choose k for tk6 t ¡ tk+1 and write
E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s |f( PX (s); PR(s))− f( PX (s); R(s))|2 ds
=
k∑
l= Pk
E
∫ tl+1
tl
e>s |f( PX (s); R(tl))− f( PX (s); R(s))|2 ds; (3.16)
where for a while we set tk+1 = t. Let IG be the indicator function for set G. By (3.3) we compute
that
E
∫ tl+1
tl
e>s |f( PX (s); R(tl))− f( PX (s); R(s))|2 ds
6 2E
∫ tl+1
tl
e>s[|f( PX (s); R(tl))|2 + |f( PX (s); R(s))|2]I{R(s) =R(tl)} ds
6 4hE
∫ tl+1
tl
e>s[1 + | PX (s)|2]I{R(s) =R(tl)} ds
6 4h
∫ tl+1
tl
e>sE[E[(1 + | PX (s)|2)I{R(s) =R(tl)} |R(tl)]] ds
=4h
∫ tl+1
tl
e>sE[E[(1 + | PX (s)|2) |R(tl)]E[I{R(s) =R(tl)} |R(tl)]] ds;
where in the last step, we used the fact that PX (s)=Xtl for tl6 s6 tl+1 while Xtl and I{R(s) =R(tl)} are
conditionally independent with respect to the -algebra generated by R(tl). By the Markov property,
for = being suQciently small,
E[I{R(s) =R(tl)} |R(tl)]6
∑
i∈S
I{R(tl)=i}P(R(s) = i |R(tl) = i)
6
∑
i∈S
I{R(tl)=i}
∑
j =i
(ij(s− tl) + o(s− tl))
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6
(
max
16i6N
(−ii)=+ o(=)
)∑
i∈S
I{R(tl)=i}
= max
16i6N
(−ii)=+ o(=)
6M=; (3.17)
where M is given in (3.14). As a result,
E
∫ tl+1
tl
e>s |f( PX (s); R(tl))− f( PX (s); R(s))|2 ds
6 4hM=
∫ tl+1
tl
e>s [1 + E| PX (s)|2] ds:
Substituting this into (3.15) we obtain
I46 (1 + 4hM)q
√
=E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s | PX (s)|2 ds+ 4hMq
√
=
∫ t
0
e>s ds: (3.18)
Likewise, we have
I56 q
√
=(h+ 4hM)
(
E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s| PX (s)|2 ds+
∫ t
t Pk
e>s ds
)
; (3.19)
I66 q
√
=(h+ 4hM)
(
E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s| PX (s)|2 ds+
∫ t
t Pk
e>s ds
)
: (3.20)
We may now choose =∈ (0; 1) so small that
(24hM + 3M + 12h+ 2)q
√
=6
'
4
;
and that (3.17) holds. Moreover, choose
>=
'
16q(1 + 4h)
:
Substituting (3.10) and (3.11), etc. into (3.9) and using (3.4) we obtain that
E[e>tX T(t)QR(t)X (t)]− E[e>t Pk X T(t Pk)QR(t Pk)X (t Pk)]
6E
∫ t
t Pk
e>s[4>(1 + 4h)q+ (24hM + 3M + 12h+ 2)q
√
=− 0:5']| PX T(s)|2 ds
+
(
qh[16>+ 24M + 12]
√
=+ 9
) ∫ t
t Pk
e>s ds
6
16q(1 + 4h)
'
{
qh
[
'
q(1 + 4h)
+ 24M + 12)
]
+ 9
}
e>t : (3.21)
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This implies that
E|X (t)|26 q
q˜
E|X (t Pk)|2 +
16q(1 + 4h)
'q˜
{
qh
[
'
q(1 + 4h)
+ 24M + 12)
]
+ 9
}
(3.22)
for all t¿ t Pk , where q˜=min{min(Qi): i∈ S}. But by Lemma 3.5, there is a C¿ 0 such that
E|X (t)|26C for 06 t6 t Pk : (3.23)
The required assertion (3.7) Fnally follows from (3.22) and (3.23).
Lemma 3.7. Assume that f and g satisfy conditions (3.3) and (3.4). Then, for any initial data
(x; i)∈Rn × S, there is a constant PK such that the solution of Eq. (1.1) satis9es
E[|Y x; i(t)|2]6 PK; t¿ 0: (3.24)
The proof can be found in [39].
Lemma 3.8. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 hold. Then for any =¿ 0 and any initial data (x; i)∈Rn×
S, there exists a positive number T = T (=; x) such that
E|X x; i(t)− Y x; i(t)|26 =; ∀t¿T: (3.25)
Proof. Fix any initial data (x; i)∈Rn × S and write X x; i(t) = X (t) and Y x; i(t) = Y (t) etc. Let >¿ 0
be arbitrary and k be a suQciently large integer. By (1.1) and (3.2) and the generalized Itoˆ formula
we can derive that for t¿ tk ,
e>tE[(X (t)− Y (t))TQR(t)(X (t)− Y (t))] = e>tk E[(X (tk)− Y (tk))TQR(tk)(X (tk)− Y (tk))]
+ >E
∫ t
tk
e>s(X (s)− Y (s))TQR(s)(X (s)− Y (s)) ds
+E
∫ t
tk
e>s

2(X (s)− Y (s))TQR(s)(f( PX (s); PR(s))− f(Y (s); r(s)))
+ trace[(g( PX (s); PR(s))− g(Y (s); R(s)))TQR(s)(g( PX (s); PR(s))− g(Y (s); R(s)))]
+
N∑
j=1
R(s) j(X (s)− Y (s))TQj(X (s)− Y (s))

 ds
6 e>tk E[(X (tk)− Y (tk))TQR(tk)(X (tk)− Y (tk))]
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+ >qE
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds
+E
∫ t
tk
e>s

( PX (s)− Y (s))TQR(s)(f( PX (s); R(s))− f(Y (s); R(s)))
+ trace[(g( PX (s); R(s))− g(Y (s); R(s)))TQR(s)(g( PX (s); R(s))− g(Y (s); R(s)))]
+
N∑
j=1
R(s) j( PX (s)− Y (s))TQj( PX (s)− Y (s))

 ds
+ J1 + J2 + J3 + J4 + J5 + J6 + J7 + J8; (3.26)
where
J1 = >E
∫ t
tk
e>s(X (s)− PX (s))TQR(s)(X (s)− Y (s)) ds;
J2 = >E
∫ t
tk
e>s( PX (s)− Y (s))TQR(s)(X (s)− PX (s)) ds;
J3 = 2E
∫ t
tk
e>s(X (s)− PX (s))TQR(s)(f( PX (s); PR(s))− f(Y (s); R(s))) ds;
J4 = 2E
∫ t
tk
e>s( PX (s)− Y (s))TQR(s)(f( PX (s); PR(s))− f( PX (s); R(s))) ds;
J5 = E
∫ t
tk
e>s trace[(g( PX (s); PR(s))− g( PX (s); R(s)))TQR(s)(g( PX (s); PR(s))− g(Y (s); R(s)))] ds;
J6 = E
∫ t
tk
e>s trace[(g( PX (s); R(s))− g(Y (s); R(s)))TQR(s)(g( PX (s); PR(s))− g( PX (s); R(s)))] ds;
J7 =
N∑
j=1
E
∫ t
tk
e>s R(s) j(X (s)− PX (s))TQj(X (s)− Y (s)) ds;
J8 =
N∑
j=1
E
∫ t
tk
e>s R(s) j( PX (s)− Y (s))TQj(X (s)− PX (s)) ds;
Set =k = supl¿k-l. Choose Pk1 suQciently large such that
=k ¡min
{
1;
(
0:5'
7L+ 5
)2}
whenever k¿ Pk1:
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In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.6, we can show that if k¿ Pk1,
J16 12>q
√
=kh(K + 1)
∫ t
tk
e>s ds+ 2>q
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds;
J26 4>q
√
=kh(K + 1)
∫ t
tk
e>s ds+ 2>q
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds;
J36 8qh[1 + 2M](1 + K)
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s ds+ 4qL
√
=kE
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds;
J46 8qhM(1 + K)
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s ds+ 2q
√
=kE
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds;
J56 16qhM(1 + K)
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s ds+ 2qL
√
=kE
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds;
J66 8qhM(1 + K)
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s ds+ qL
√
=kE
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds;
J76 12qMh
√
=k(K + 1)
∫ t
tk
e>s ds+ 2q
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds;
J86 4qMh
√
=k(K + 1)
∫ t
tk
e>s ds+ q
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds;
where K is the constant speciFed in (3.7). Substituting these into (3.26) yields
e>tE[(X (t)− Y (t))TQR(t)(X (t)− Y (t))]
6 e>tk E[(X (tk)− Y (tk))TQR(tk)(X (tk)− Y (tk))]
+[5>q+ (7L+ 5)
√
=k − ']
∫ t
tk
e>s| PX (s)− Y (s)|2 ds
+(1 + K)hq(16>+ 50M + 8)
√
=k
∫ t
tk
e>s ds: (3.27)
Letting
>=
'
10q
and using (2.1), we obtain that
e>tE[(X (t)− Y (t))TQR(t)(X (t)− Y (t))]
6 e>tk E[(X (tk)− Y (tk))TQR(tk)(X (tk)− Y (tk))]
+(1 + K)hq(16>+ 50M + 8)
√
=k> −1e>t : (3.28)
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This implies
E|X (t)− Y (t)|26 q
q˜
E|X (tk)− Y (tk)|2 exp
(
−'(t − tk)
10q
)
+
10(1 + K)hq2
q˜
(
8'
5q
+ 50M + 8
)√
=k : (3.29)
Using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 we get that
E|X (t)− Y (t)|26 2q(K +
PK)
q˜
exp
(
−'(t − tk)
10q
)
+
10(1 + K)hq2
q˜
(
8'
5q
+ 50M + 8
)√
=k ; (3.30)
where K and PK are the constants speciFed in Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. Now, for any =¿ 0,
choose Pk2¿ Pk1 such that
10(1 + K)hq2
q˜
(
8'
5q
+ 50M + 8
)√
= Pk2 ¡
=
2
;
then choose Pk¿ Pk2 suQciently large for
2q(K + PK)
q˜
exp
(
−'(t Pk − t Pk2)
10q
)
¡
=
2
:
It then follows from (3.30) that
E|X (t)− Y (t)|2¡= ∀t¿ t Pk :
as required. The proof is therefore completed.
4. Proofs of theorems
After presenting several lemmas in the previous section we may proceed to prove Theorems 2.4
and 2.5.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let us recall some notations from [39]. Denote by C2(Rn×S;R+) the family
of the all nonnegative functions V (x; i) on Rn × S which are twice continuously di%erentiable in x.
If V ∈C2(Rn × S;R+), deFne an operator LV from Rn × S to R by
LV (x; i) =
N∑
j=1
ijV (x; j) + Vx(x; i)f(x; i) +
1
2
trace[gT(x; i)Vxx(x; i)g(x; i)];
where
Vx(x; i) =
(
@V (x; i)
@x1
; : : : ;
@V (x; i)
@xn
)
; Vxx(x; i) =
(
@2V (x; i)
@xi@xj
)
n×n
:
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Now, deFne V (x; i) = xTQix. By Assumption 2.3 and Lemma 3.4, we have
LV (x; i)6− '
2
|x|2 + 9: (4.1)
Moreover, the di%erence between two solutions of Eq. (1.1) with di%erent initial values (x; i) and
(z; i) satisFes
Y x; i(t)− Y z; i(t) = x − z +
∫ t
0
[f(Y x; i(s); Ri(s))− f(Y z; i(s); Ri(s))] ds
+
∫ t
0
[g(Y x; i(s); Ri(s))− g(Y z; i(s); Ri(s))] dW (s): (4.2)
For a given function U ∈C2(Rn × S;R+), we deFne an operator LU :Rn × Rn × S → R associated
with Eq. (4.2) by
LU (x; y; i) =
N∑
j=1
ijU (x − y; j) + Ux(x − y; i)[f(x; i)− f(y; i)]
+
1
2
trace([g(x; i)− g(y; i)]TUxx(x − y; i)[g(x; i)− g(y; i)]): (4.3)
If we let U (x; i) = xTQix, using Assumption (2.3) we have that
LU (x; y; i)(x; i)6− '|x − y|2: (4.4)
The assertion follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 in [39].
Proof of Theorem 2.5. By Lemma 3.8, for any =¿ 0 there is a Pk1 such that
dL(P-k ((x; i); · × ·); Ptk ((x; i); · × ·)) = sup
’∈L
|E’(X x; ik ; Rik)− E’(Y x; i(tk); Rik)|
6E(2 ∧ |X x; ik − Y x; i(tk)|)¡==2 (4.5)
whenever k¿ Pk1. But by Theorem 2.4, there is a T ¿ 0 such that
dL(Pt((x; i); · × ·); %(· × ·))¡==2 (4.6)
whenever t¿T . Choose Pk¿ Pk1 suQciently large for t Pk¿T . We then obtain from (4.5) and (4.6)
that
dL(P-k ((x; i); · × ·); %(· × ·))¡=; (4.7)
whenever k¿ Pk. The proof is therefore completed.
5. Criterion in terms of M -matrices and examples
Before proceeding further, let us establish a new criterion in terms of M -matrices, which can be
veriFed easily in applications. For the convenience of the reader, let us cite some useful results on
M -matrices. For more detailed information, see e.g., [5]. We will need a few more notations. If B
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is a vector or a matrix, by B0 we mean all elements of B are positive. If B1 and B2 are vectors
or matrices with the same dimensions we write B1B2 if and only if B1 − B20. Moreover, we
also adopt the traditional notation by letting
ZN×N = {A= (aij)N×N : aij6 0; i = j}:
Denition 5.1. A square matrix A=(aij)N×N is called a nonsingular M -matrix if A can be expressed
in the form A = sI − B with s¿H(B) while all the elements of B are nonnegative, where I is the
identity matrix and H(B) the spectral radius of B.
It is easy to see that a nonsingular M -matrix A has nonpositive o%-diagonal and positive diagonal
entries, that is
aii ¿ 0 while aij6 0; i = j:
In particular, A∈ZN×N . There are many conditions which are equivalent to the statement that A is
a nonsingular M -matrix and we now cite some of them for the use of this paper.
Lemma 5.2. If A∈ZN×N , then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) A is a nonsingular M-matrix.
(2) A is semipositive; that is, there exists x0 in RN such that Ax0.
(3) A−1 exists and its elements are all nonnegative.
(4) All the leading principal minors of A are positive; that is
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a11 · · · a1k
...
...
ak1 · · · akk
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
¿ 0 for every k = 1; 2; : : : ; N:
Let us now state an assumption in terms of an M -matrix.
Assumption 5.3. Assume that for each j∈ S, there is a pair of constants Jj and j such that
(u− v)T(f(u; j)− f(v; j))6 Jj|u− v|2; (5.1)
|g(u; j)− g(v; j)|26 j|u− v|2 (5.2)
for ∀u; v∈Rn. Moreover,
A := −diag(2J1 + 1; : : : ; 2JN + N )−  (5.3)
is a nonsingular M -matrix.
Lemma 5.4. Assumption 5.3 implies Assumption 2.3.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.2 there is a vector (q1; : : : ; qN )T0 such that
(1; : : : ; N )T :=A(q1; : : : ; qN )T0:
Set '=min16i6N i ¿ 0 and deFne the symmetric matrices Qj = qjI for j∈ S, where I is the n× n
identity matrix. By (5.1) and (5.2) we compute that
2(u− v)TQj[f(u; j)− f(v; j)] + trace[(g(u; j)− g(v; j))TQj(g(u; j)− g(v; j))]
+
N∑
l=1
jl(u− v)TQl(u− v)
=2qj(u− v)T(f(u; j)− f(v; j) + qj | g(u; j)− g(v; j)|2 +
N∑
l=1
jlql|u− v|2
6
(
2Jjqj + jqj +
N∑
l=1
jlql
)
|u− v|2
=− j|u− v|26− '|u− v|2:
We hence conclude that Assumption 5.3 implies Assumption 2.3.
Using this lemma we obtain the following useful corollary directly from Theorems 2.4 and 2.5.
Corollary 5.5. Under Assumptions 2.1 and 5.3, the Markov process Z(t) has a unique stationary
distribution %(· × ·)∈P(Rn × S). Moreover, for any given variable step sizes {-k}k¿1 satisfying
(2.2), the probability measure P-k ((x; i); · × ·) induced by Zx; ik converges weakly to the stationary
distribution %(· × ·) of the solution process Z(t) as k →∞ for any initial data (x; i)∈Rn × S.
Let us now discuss two example to illustrate this new technique of M -matrices.
Example 5.6. Let W (t) be a scalar Brownian motion. Let 9 and  be constants. Consider the
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process
dY (t) = 9Y (t) dt +  dW (t); t¿ 0: (5.4)
Given an initial value Y (0) = x∈Rn, it has the unique solution
Y (t) = e9tx + 
∫ t
0
e9(t−s) dW (s): (5.5)
It is easy to observe that when 9¡ 0, the distribution of the solution Y (t) will converge to the
normal distribution N (0; 2=2|9|) as t →∞ for arbitrary x, but when 9¿ 0, the distribution will not
converge. In other words, Eq. (5.4) has a unique stationary distribution if 9¡ 0 but not if 9¿ 0.
Now let R(t) be a continuous-time Markov chain taking values in S = {1; 2} with the generator
 = (ij)2×2 =
[−4 4
 −
]
;
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where ¿ 0. Assume that W (t) and R(t) are independent. Consider a one-dimensional SDEwMS
dY (t) = 9(R(t))Y (t) dt + (R(t)) dW (t) (5.6)
on t¿ 0, where
9(1) = 1; 9(2) =−1; (1) = 2; (2) = 5:
This system can be regarded as the result of two equations
dY (t) = Y (t) dt + 2dW (t) (5.7)
and
dY (t) =−Y (t) dt + 5dW (t) (5.8)
switching from one to the other according to the law of the Markov chain. From the property of the
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process (5.4) we observe that Eq. (5.7) does not have a stationary distribution
although Eq. (5.8) does. However, we shall see that due to the Markovian switching, the SDEwMS
(5.6) will have a stationary distribution if ∈ (0; 2). In fact, with obvious deFnitions of f and g, it
is easy to see conditions (5.1) and (5.2) hold with
J1 = 1; J2 =−1; 1 = 2 = 0:
So the matrix deFned by (5.3) becomes
A=−diag(2;−2)−  =
(
2 −4
− 2 + 
)
:
Since ¿ 0, this is an M -matrix if and only if
2(2 + )− 4¿ 0; namely ¡ 2:
By Corollary 5.5 we can therefore conclude that the process (Y (t); R(t)) has a unique stationary
distribution %(· × ·)∈P(R × S) if ∈ (0; 2). To obtain this stationary distribution we can Fx any
initial data (x; i)∈R × S and choose any variable step sizes {-k}k¿1 satisfying (2.2). Then the
probability measure P-k ((x; i); ·×·) induced by the EM approximation (X x; ik ; Rik) will converge weakly
to the stationary distribution %(· × ·) as k →∞.
Example 5.7. Let W (t) be a scalar Brownian motion. Let R(t) be a continuous-time Markov chain
taking values in S = {1; 2; 3} with the generator
 =


−2 1 1
3 −4 1
1 1 −2

 :
Assume that W (t) and R(t) are independent. Consider a three-dimensional SDEwMS of the form
dY (t) = A(R(t))Y (t) dt + g(Y (t); R(t)) dW (t) (5.9)
on t¿ 0. Here
A(1) = A1 =


−2 −1 −2
2 −2 1
1 −2 −3

 ; A(2) = A2 =


0:5 1:0 0:5
−0:8 0:5 1:0
−0:7 −0:9 0:2

 ;
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A(3) = A3 =


−0:5 −0:9 −1:0
1:0 −0:6 −0:7
0:8 1:0 −1:0

 :
Moreover, g:R3 × S → R3 satisFes
|g(u; j)− g(v; j)|26 j | u− v|2; (u; v; j)∈R3 × R3 × S;
where
1 = 0:5; 2 = 0:1; 3 = 0:3:
DeFning f(u; j) = Aju for (u; j)∈R3 × S, we have
(u− v)T[f(u; j)− f(v; j)] = 1
2
(u− v)T(Aj + ATj )(u− v)6 Jj|u− v|2;
where Jj = 12max(Aj + A
T
j ). It is easy to compute
J1 =−1:21925; J2 = 0:60359; J3 =−0:47534:
In other words, (5.1) and (5.2) hold with Jj and j as above. So the matrix A deFned by (5.3)
becomes
A= diag(1:939;−1:30718; 0:65068)−  =


3:939 −1 −1
−3 2:69372 −1
−1 −1 2:65068

 :
It is easy to verify that all the leading principal minors of A are positive and hence A is a
nonsingular M -matrix. We have therefore veriFed Assumption 5.3, which in turn, implies Assumption
2.3. Moreover, it is plain that Assumption 2.1 holds. By Corollary 5.5 we can conclude that Eq.
(5.9) has a unique stationary distribution which can be obtained by the EM approximate scheme
with variable step sizes.
6. More general results
In view of Lemma 3.8, we have actually shown the strong convergence of the numerical scheme
in the previous sections. However, the computation of a stationary distribution really only needs a
simpler weak convergence. It is in this spirit we shall in this section establish more general results
which require the weak convergence only.
Instead of Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 imposed on the coeQcients f and g of the underlying equation,
we will impose some conditions on the EM solutions in this section. Given initial data (x; i) and
variable step sizes - = {-k}k¿1, we will denote by X (x; i);-k and Ri;-k the EM solution and the
discrete-time Markov chain, respectively. For stepsize -(1) = {-(1)k }k¿1, we set t(1)0 = 0 and deFne
t(1)k =
∑k
l=1 -
(1)
l for k¿ 1, in the same way as {tk}k¿0 was deFned. Let us now state the assumptions
imposed in this section.
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Assumption 6.1. For any (x; i)∈Rn × S, any variable step sizes -= {-k}k¿1 and any =¿ 0, there
exists a constant 4= 4(x; i; -; =)¿ 0 such that
P{|X (x; i);-k |¿ 4}¡=; ∀k¿ 0: (6.1)
Assumption 6.2. For any =¿ 0 and any compact subset K of Rn, there exists a constant T =
T (=; K)¿ 0 such that for any two variable step sizes -(1) = {-(1)k } and -(2) = {-(2)k }, we have
P{|X (x; i);-(1)k − X (z; i);-
(2)
k |¡=}¿ 1− =; (6.2)
provided (x; z; i)∈K × K × S and k is suQciently large for t(1)k ∨ t(2)k ¿T .
Basically, Assumption 6.1 means that for any (x; i)∈Rn × S, the family of probability measures
{P-k ((x; i); · × ·): k¿ 0} is tight. That is, for any =¿ 0 there is a compact subset K = K(=; x; i) of
Rn such that
P-k ((x; i); K × S)¿ 1− =; ∀k¿ 0: (6.3)
Moreover, Assumption 6.2 means that two numerical solutions using di%erent step sizes and starting
from di%erent initial values will converge to the same limit in probability. It is also not diQcult
to observe that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.3 imply Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2 so the following is a
generalized result.
Theorem 6.3. Under Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2, there is a probability measure %(· × ·) such that
for any variable step sizes - = {-k}k¿1 satisfying (2.2), the probability measure P-k ((x; i); · × ·)
induced by Z (x; i);-k converges weakly to %(· × ·) as k →∞ for every initial data (x; i)∈Rn × S.
To prove this theorem, let us present three lemmas.
Lemma 6.4. Let Assumption 6.2 hold. Then for any =¿ 0 and for any compact subset K of Rn,
there is a positive integer T = T (=; K) such that
dL(P-
(1)
k ((x; i); · × ·); P-
(2)
k ((z; j); · × ·))¡= ∀k¿T; (6.4)
for all x; z ∈K , i; j∈ S and step sizes -(1) and -(2) satisfying (2.2).
Proof. For any pair of i; j∈ S, deFne the stopping time
J(v)ij = inf{k¿ 0:Ri;-
(v)
k = R
j;-(v)
k }; v= 1; 2: (6.5)
Recall that Ri;-
(v)
k is the Markov chain starting from state i∈ S at k =0. Due to the ergodicity of the
Markov chain R(t), we know that for any positive integers k and n the limit of
∏k+n
l=k P
(v)
l; l+1 (P
(v)
l; l+1
is the associated 1-step transition probability matrix as deFned in Lemma 3.1) exists as n → ∞
and every row of the limit is the same. By [11, Theorem 4, p. 239] we know that J(v)ij ¡∞ a.s.
Therefore, for any =¿ 0, there exists a positive integer T (v)1 such that
P{J(v)ij 6T (v)1 }¿ 1−
=
12
∀i; j∈ S: (6.6)
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Set T1 := T
(1)
1 ∨ T (2)1 . Obviously, for any compact subset K of Rn,
sup
(x; i)∈K×S
[
sup
06k6T1
|X (x; i);-(v)k |
]
¡∞ a:s: (6.7)
This implies that there is a suQciently large 4¿ 0 for
P(x; i)¿ 1− =8 ∀(x; i)∈K × S; (6.8)
where x; i = {|X (x; i);-
(v)
k |6 4: 06 k6T1; v= 1; 2}.
Now, Fx any x; z ∈K and i; j∈ S. Let IG denote the indicator function for set G and set 1 =
x; i ∩ z;j. For any ’∈ L and k¿T1, compute
|E’(X (x; i);-
(1)
k ; R
i;-(1)
k )− E’(X (z; j);-
(2)
k ; R
j;-(1)
k )|
6 2P{J(1)ij ¿T1}+ E(I{J(1)ij 6T1} |’(X
(x; i);-(1)
k ; R
i;-(1)
k )− ’(X (z; j);-
(2)
k ; R
j;-(1)
k )|)
6
=
6
+ E[I{J(1)ij 6T1}E(|’(X
(x; i);-(1)
k ; R
i;-(1)
k )− ’(X (z; j);-
(2)
k ; R
j;-(1)
k )| |FJ(1)ij )]
6
=
6
+ E[I{J(1)ij 6T1}E |’(X
(u; l); P-(1)
k−J(1)ij
; Rl;
P-(1)
k−J(1)ij
)− ’(X (v; l); P-(2)
k−J(1)ij
; Rl;
P-(1)
k−J(1)ij
)|]
6
=
6
+ E[I{J(1)ij 6T1}E(2 ∧ |X
(u; l); P-(1)
k−J(1)ij
− X (v; l); P-(2)
k−J(1)ij
|)]
6
=
6
+ 2P( \ 1) + E[I1∩{J(1)ij 6T1}E(2 ∧ |X
(u; l); P-(1)
k−J(1)ij
− X (v; l); P-(2)
k−J(1)ij
|)]; (6.9)
where P-(1) = {-(1)
J(1)ij +l
}l¿0; P-(2) = {-(2)J(1)ij +l}l¿0; u = X
(x; i);-(1)
J(1)ij
; v = X (z; j);-
(2)
J(1)ij
and l = Ri;-
(1)
J(1)ij
= Rj;-
(1)
J(1)ij
.
Note that |u| ∨ |v|6 4 if w∈1∩{J(1)ij 6T1}. So, by Assumption 6.2, there exists a positive integer
T2 such that
E(2 ∧ |X (u; l); P-(1)
k−J(1)ij
− X (v; l); P-(2)
k−J(1)ij
|)¡ =
6
∀k¿T1 + T2: (6.10)
On the other hand, since ’ is a bounded function and Markov chain R(t) is ergodic, there exists a
positive integer T3 such that
|E’(X (z; j);-(2)k ; Rj;-
(1)
k )− E’(X (z; j);-
(2)
k ; R
j;-(2)
k )|¡
=
6
∀k¿T1 + T2 + T3: (6.11)
Therefore, it follows from (6.8)–(6.11) that
|E’(X (x; i);-(1)k ; Ri;-
(1)
k )− E’(X (z; j);-
(2)
k ; R
j;-(2)
k )|
6 |E’(X (x; i);-(1)k ; Ri;-
(1)
k )− E’(X (z; j);-
(2)
k ; R
j;-(1)
k )|
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+|E’(X (z; j);-(2)k ; Rj;-
(1)
k )− E’(X (z; j);-
(2)
k ; R
j;-(2)
k )|
6
=
6
+
=
2
+
=
6
+
=
6
= = ∀k¿T1 + T2 + T3:
Since ’ etc. are arbitrary, we must have that
sup
’∈L
|E’(X (x; i);-(1)k ; Ri;-
(1)
k )− E’(X (z; j);-
(2)
k ; R
j;-(2)
k )|6 = ∀k¿T1 + T2 + T3;
hence the assertion follows.
Lemma 6.5. Let Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2 hold. Then for any (x; i)∈Rn × S, the sequence of
probability measures {P-k ((x; i); · × ·): k¿ 0} is Cauchy in the space P(Rn × S) with metric dL.
Proof. Fix any (x; i)∈Rn × S. We need to show that for any =¿ 0, there is a T ¿ 0 such that
dL(P-k+m((x; i); · × ·); P-k ((x; i); · × ·))6 = ∀k¿T; m¿ 0:
This is equivalent to
sup
’∈L
|E’(X (x; i);-k+m ; Ri;-k+m)− E’(X (x; i);-k ; Ri;-k )|6 = ∀k¿T; m¿ 0: (6.12)
For any ’∈ L and k; m¿ 0, compute
|E’(X (x; i);-k+m ; Ri;-k+m)− E’(X (x; i);-k ; Ri;-k )|
=|E[E(’(X (x; i);-k+m ; Ri;-k+m)|Fm)]− E’(X (x; i);-k ; Ri;-k )|
=
∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
l=1
∫
Rn
E’(X (z; l);
P-
k ; R
l; P-
k )P
-
m((x; i); dz × {l})− E’(X (x; i);-k ; Ri;-k )
∣∣∣∣∣
6
N∑
l=1
∫
Rn
|E’(X (z; l); P-k ; Rl;
P-
k )− E’(X (x; i);-k ; Ri;-k ) |P-m((x; i); dz × {l})
6 2P-m((x; i); PB4 × S)
+
N∑
l=1
∫
B4
|E’(X (z; l); P-k ; Rl;
P-
k )− E’(X (x; i);-k ; Ri;-k )|P-m((x; i); dz × {l}): (6.13)
where P-= {-m+l}l¿0; B4= {x∈Rn: |x|6 4} and PB4=Rn−B4. By Assumption 6.1 (or (6.3)), there
is a positive number 4 suQciently large for
P-m((x; i); PB4 × S)¡
=
4
∀m¿ 0: (6.14)
On the other hand, by Lemma 6.4, there is a T ¿ 0 such that
sup
’∈L
|E’(X (z; l); P-k ; Rl;
P-
k )− E’(X (x; i);-k ; Ri;-k )|6
=
2
∀k¿T; (6.15)
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whenever (z; l)∈B4 × S. Substituting (6.14) and (6.15) into (6.13) yields
|E’(X (x; i);-k+m ; Ri;-k+m)− E’(X (x; i);-k ; Ri;-k )|¡= ∀k¿T; m¿ 0:
Since ’ is arbitrary, the desired inequality (6.12) must hold.
We can now easily prove Theorem 6.3.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. We need to show that there exists a probability measure %(·×·)∈P(Rn×S)
such that for any (x; i)∈Rn × S and any variable step sizes - = {-k}, the sequence of probability
measures {P-k ((x; i); · × ·): k¿ 0} converges weakly to %(· × ·), namely
lim
k→∞
dL(P-k ((x; i); · × ·); %(· × ·)) = 0: (6.16)
First of all, Fx any -, by Lemma 6.5, {P-k ((0; 1); · × ·): k¿ 0} is Cauchy in the space P(Rn × S)
with metric dL. So there is a unique %-(· × ·)∈P(Rn × S) such that
lim
k→∞
dL(P-k ((0; 1); · × ·); %-(· × ·)) = 0:
Hence, for any (x; i)∈Rn × S, by Lemma 6.4,
lim
k→∞
dL(P-k ((x; i); · × ·); %-(· × ·))
6 lim
k→∞
[dL(P-k ((0; 1); · × ·); %-(· × ·)) + dL(P-k ((x; i); · × ·); P-k ((0; 1); · × ·))
=0: (6.17)
Now, for any other variable step sizes -(1); P-
(1)
k ((x; i); · × ·) converges weakly to some %-
(1)
(· × ·).
But, by Lemma 6.4, we can show
%-(· × ·) = %-(1) (· × ·): (6.18)
This means that %-(·× ·) is independent of -. We may therefore write %-(·× ·)=%(·× ·) and hence
the required assertion (6.16) follows from (6.17).
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